










































Dough Enhancement Trays



Threading 



Pom Pom and tweezer activities



Pom Pom and tweezer activities



Games that build hand strength or coordination







Other considerations…



Why should children 
work on a vertical 

surface? 
Working on a 
vertical surface 
helps to promote 
gross and fine motor 
development and 
helps children with 
hand-eye 
coordination, along 
with spacial 
awareness.  















Example of a Gross and Fine Motor Intervention 

1. Standing up, roll shoulders forwards and 
backwards. Hold shoulders to ears. Then 
swing arms forwards and backwards. Push 
hands together. Raise hands above heads 
high and touch the ground. Arms in cradle 
position above heads. 

1
2 3

4
2: “I can do this…”
3. Roll ball up and down leg 
to arm pit. 
3. Spray items in the 
playground. 





Modifying Poor Pencil Grips





Using just the thumb and first two fingers of your 
writing hand, try to make a cube with playdough. 







Shake your hands in the air like you just don’t care and 
Shake them to the left 
Shake them to the right 
Shake them really low
And shake them really high

Count down from 10

Children stand up and 
draw figures of 8 in the 
air. “And loop and loop 
and loop..”

Children start 
pushing hands 
together as they 
sit down

Children pretend 
to drive a car, 
steering from 
left to right

“1 stretch, 2 
stretch…” or ‘I 
can’t do it. I can 
do it.” 

Handwriting Warm Ups  EYFS - Y3 



Handwriting and Presentation - EYFS & KS1 Alphabet (pre-joining)



Handwriting and Presentation - Once joining (Y2+)



Handwriting and Presentation - Capital Letters 



Word 
Families 

Practising these 
patterns is 
helpful to 
develop the 
ability to form 
the letters of the 
alphabet.  



FAQ
Why a cursive script? 
There are proven benefits to a cursive script. Research shows that 
cursive scripts reduce cognitive load and also suggests that it supports 
spelling. 

When should children begin to join letters? 
As soon as children have correct letter orientation and shape they 
should begin to join: humans are habitual and if you print for too long it 
will become habit forming. By Year 2, most children should be joining 
their writing. 



When will children write in pen?
By Y5 & Y6 all children should have the opportunity to choose to write 
in pen. We do not advise pen licences as this is not inclusive practice. 
There are a small number of pupils that work very hard to improve their 
handwriting but find it very challenging. These pupils should not be 
‘penalised’ for this. Pen licences are demotivating for these pupils who 
often work the hardest. A variety of handwriting pens should be 
available for children to choose from - not all pens suit everyone. 

Why is the correct pencil grip important?
Correct pencil grips are important to avoid hand strain and develop 
fluency and automaticity. Certain exercises will help develop the correct 
pencil grip. Sometimes a pencil grip tool can be helpful but only 
alongside hand, wrist, shoulder, and core strengthening exercise.  

FAQ









The Correct Equipment



Example of Pupil 
Outcomes 



Year 1
Child A
2 weeks apart - September



Year 1
Child C
June



Year 2
Child A
Autumn 1



Year 2
Child B
June



Year 3
Child A
December



Year 3
Child B
November



Year 4
Child A
December



Year 4
Child B
March



Year 5
Child A
February



Year 5
Child B
October 



Year 5
Child C
March



Year 6
Child A
March



Year 6 
Child B
May 



How you can help at home? 

● For children in EYFS - Y3, use the activities on this presentation to aid development of the four areas 
required to develop a good pencil grip. These might also be needed for some pupils higher up the 
school. 

● Find out from your child’s class teacher what your child is working on in class so you can focus on the 
same area/target at home. 

● Model some patterns, letters or words in our cursive script and get your child to copy these. 
● Practise little and often (5 - 10 minutes)
● Use lists of spelling words or facts from knowledge organisers when practising words or sentences. 
● Practise individual letters in clusters of three or four e.g. cccc     cccc     cccc or cccc    cccc   cccc
● Check pencil grip is correct. Remember: tripod grip. 
● Ensure your child has a sharp pencil or pen which they are comfortable using. 
● Encourage good posture and positioning. 
● Praise the effort, not the outcome.  For example: “You worked really hard today to improve the shape 

of your letter a.”
● Expect the child’s handwriting not to be as neat if they are also practising other things. For example 

composing a story. This is because the cognitive load is more demanding. 
● If your child is resistant to writing, don’t force it. Try other activities instead such as copying shapes or 

patterns, tracing pictures, using activity books which require pencil control such as mazes. 
● Class teachers will also have practise sheets available over the coming weeks. 
● Display the cursive script we are using in school in a place your child can see when writing. 


